Attack Simulation Services

We simulate attacks that quantify your security effectiveness and ensure that your controls are working as expected.

Your Testing Benefits

- **Defensive Team Testing Effectiveness**
  Verify the effectiveness of your monitoring and incident response processes when facing a real world, persistent, sophisticated attack.

- **Prove Security Controls**
  Demonstrate the effectiveness of security controls so you can rely on your current security program.

- **Pinpoint Issues**
  This testing will show you if the vulnerability issues are tooling, training or misconfigurations.

- **Assess Your Defenses**
  Assess the maturity of the organization’s ability to detect and respond to real-world cyber attacks.

We Test

- **External Networks**
- **Internal Networks**
- **Data Exfiltration**

It’s All About The Deliverable

- Details on how each finding was identified and confirmed
- Effective remediation recommendations
- A full narrative of the engagement
- Detailed recommendations of additional detection strategies
- Identifying the effective controls that prevent attacks
- Severity rankings

We also provide **Blue Team Workshops** where our testers work with your team to improve their defensive skills and capabilities.

**Contact Us Today!**
contact@ondefend.com
800.214.2107

Email or call us today to learn more about how we can tailor our testing to your company's needs and budget requirements.